SMART Blue Collar

SMART Blue Collar is a system oriented towards managing high number of permanent/casual blue collars. Whether your labor or labor you outsource to your clients. It gives you tools to capture unique profile for each one of your manpower, capture their attendance/absence, calculate monthly wages and generate invoice to client

**SMART Blue Collar offers you:**

* Keeping a unique record for each labor (permanent, temporary, recurrent …etc.).
* Wages calculation based on Basic Salary/ Hour rate, Allowances, Social Insurance, Taxes, overtime.
* Customized reports compatible with Microsoft Office.
* Full control of user access and privileges.
* Data Backup and Restore at a finger tip.
* Financials and Invoice generation for outsourced service.

On-site or Online ?!

ITQAN helps you deploy the Smart Solution on-site on your servers, or host it online on ITQAN’s cloud to get the benefits of your solution with reduced initial investment.

Move Smartly to the future